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Dear readers,

EDITORIAL

In this issue you can expect articles on mold and tool 
cleaning, on choosing the right impregnation process, on 
developments in the field of briquetting of metal chips and 
on the production of prototypes using 3D printing.

As in various industrial sectors, mold and tool cleaning is 
also of great importance in the various foundries. In parti-
cular, the optimal cleaning of the molds and core boxes is 
becoming increasingly important, as this not only increa-
ses quality, but also optimizes productivity and costs.

Choosing the right impregnation process and the right im-
pregnation agent is crucial for purchasing impregnation 
equipment. The redesign of vacuum impregnation sys-
tems has also improved recovery rates and cycle times. 
Automated impregnation technology has also led to the 
development of compact, manually operated systems.

A decentralized briquetting solution opens up new poten-
tial for savings in metalworking. The metal press is simply 
pushed to the cutting machining center, quickly connec-
ted and the user benefits from all the advantages of bri-
quetting including the directly returned cooling emulsion.

In a student focus project at ETH Zurich, prototypes of a 
new type of cooling system for electric motorcycles are 
being implemented with the support of voxeljet. A new 
type of cooling system in the “ethec city” electric motor-
cycle ensures a longer service life for the battery cells. 
In order to familiarize students with manufacturing pro-
cesses that can be used for series production apart from 
prototype construction, the mold for the innovative battery 
housing of the prototype is made using the binder jetting 
process.

I wish you lots of new insights while reading and look for-
ward to your opinion and suggestions for the next issues 
of Casting Online Magazine. 
  

Dr.mont. Stephan Hasse

Foundry Technologies & Engineering GmbH
Publisher of www.giessereilexikon.com 

Our cover picture

As the world leader in decoring technology for aluminum as well as iron and steel casting, Fill’s ex-
pertise in this field is extensive. Fill decoring machines and hammers are THE recognized industry 
standard for the most demanding requirements and the toughest decoring tasks. They unite maxi-
mum performance, payloads and flexibility – worldwide.

The picture shows the SWINGMASTER 500, a decoring machine for the automated decoring of 
heavy and large castings of up to 500 kg total weight.
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DRY ICE BLASTING IN FOUNDRIES

Dry Ice Blasting In Foundries - Mold And Tool Cleaning 
Without Stopping Production
Fabian Weber

ASCO has successfully developed an innovative cleaning 
process, which is perfectly suited for the foundry industry. 
The ASCO dry ice blasting technology offers the following 
advantages:

• Gentle:
Molds and tools are not damaged; the product quality is 
improved.

• No dismantling of molds and tools: 
Expensive shut-down time is reduced to a minimum. 
Even hot molds can be cleaned on-line without being  
cooled down remarkably.

• No secondary waste: 
The blasting material, dry ice, turns to gas as soon as 
it hits the surface. Thus, there is no blasting media or 
chemical substances to be disposed of. Work conditions 
are improved because dry ice blasting does not charge 
the staff with additional dust contrary to sand or granular  
blasting.

• Dry: 
No danger of corrosion and no electrical components are 
damaged.

• Environmentally friendly: 
No secondary waste, no solvents or other chemical  
substances.

Like in many industries, also in foundries the cleaning of molds and tools is of utmost importance. 
Particularly efficient cleaning of chills and core boxes becomes increasingly more important because it 
increases not only the quality but also productivity and costs can be optimized (Fig. 1 and 2). 

Fig.1: Online cleaning of a hot mold

Fig.2: Core box cleaning in a grey cast iron foundry



How can this cleaning method be used?

The ASCO Dry Ice Blasting System offers the option of 
cleaning dismantled molds in cabins or to perform the 
cleaning operation directly on the mounted hot molds. 
Many gravity die casting foundries use the second option 
to avoid expensive production stops, and to reach higher 
quality thanks to more frequent cleaning. The molds are 
not damaged, because the blasting abrasives is virtually 
non-abrasive (Fig. 3 and 4).

Fig.3: Online cleaning of a hot mold

Fig. 4: With the ASCO Dry Ice Blasting Technology 
pro-duction downtimes are avoided.

Fig. 5: Cleaning of a core box in the automotive industry Fig. 6: Cleaning of built-in hot molds
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In practice, cleaning is nowadays done more often to 
completely avoid aluminum residues on the mold’s sur-
face. For instance, manufacturers of high quality alumi-
num rims clean the molds at every shift change using dry 
ice blasting. The cleaning process can be carried out di-
rectly on the mold (which has a temperature of up to 350 
°C) without noticeably reducing the temperature of the 
mold. After 20 to 30 minutes, production can be restarted  
(Fig. 5 and 6).

With traditional blasting using sand or glass beads, the 
cleaning process is delayed for as long as possible, which 
often leads to aluminum residue on the mold’s surface. 
The time required for the removal of the molds and the 
subsequent cleaning then amounts to several hours.

“The ASCO Dry Ice Blasting System offers the 
option of cleaning dismantled molds in cabins or 
to perform the cleaning operation directly on the 
mounted hot molds”

https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/blasting-abrasives-5129/?cHash=02a0cde1f8423f76157a061c4e8b8e0b
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Also, the cleaning of the core boxes (Cold-box and Hot-
box) is easier and faster with the ASCO Dry Ice Blas-
ting System (Fig. 7). 

The usual cleaning time of several hours is reduced to 
a few minutes. Particularly because abrasive blasting 
material cannot be used with Cold-box molds (plastic), 
dry ice blasting is ideal for this purpose.

The Complete Solution

As leading provider of complete dry ice blasting solutions, 
ASCO’s aim is to find tailor-made solutions for individual 
customer requirements (Fig. 8). The extensive ASCO 
product and service range consists of:

• Dry ice blasting units
• Dry ice pelletizers
• Dry ice containers
• CO2 gas detectors
• Manifold accessories
• Specially developed guns or nozzles
• Blasting cabins
• Automated cleaning solutions
• Building up your in-house dry ice production

The Process

Dry ice is produced from liquid CO2. Inside an ASCO Dry 
Ice Pelletizer, the liquid carbon dioxide is expanded under 
controlled conditions to form dry ice snow (approx. -79 
°C), which then is pressed through an extruder plate. The 
result is dry ice pellets with a diameter of 3 or 1.7 mm.

The dry ice pellets are fed into the ASCO Dry Ice Blasting 
Unit, then conveyed to the blasting gun via compressed 
air to reach a nominal speed of approx. 300 m/s before 
shot onto the surface to be cleaned. Due to the sudden 
thermo shock when the dry ice hits the object and the ge-
nerated kinetic energy the coating to be removed comes 
off the base material. Immediately after impact, the dry 
ice pellets sublimate into the atmosphere leaving behind 
a clean, dry surface. The only thing left behind is the coa-
ting/dirt removed from the surface and no residual blas-
ting media has to be disposed of. Since the hardness of 
the pellets is only approx. 2 Mohs, the cleaning is virtually 
non-abrasive and the surface quality is maintained. Also, 
the thermoshock has no influence on the surface quality 
of molds and tools.

Fig. 7: Removal of release agent from a PU core box

Fig. 8: Dry ice blasting solutions

“The usual cleaning time of several hours is 
reduced to a few minutes”

DRY ICE BLASTING IN FOUNDRIES

https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/dry-ice-blasting-4597/?cHash=8510193317ecc0b3f95daec04e919ec8
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/dry-ice-blasting-4597/?cHash=8510193317ecc0b3f95daec04e919ec8


ASCO not only introduces you to the ASCO dry ice blas-
ting technology but also helps with integrating dry ice 
cleaning into the production process and continually op-
timizing it.

Establish your own dry ice production

Your own dry ice production (Fig. 10) already pays off with 
a demand of a few 100 kilos per week. ASCO therefore 
also offers interesting overall concepts with the ASCO 
Carefree Rental Solution, where you do not have to make 
any investments.

Advantages of your own dry ice production:

• Reduced logistical effort associated with dry ice 
  purchasing and scheduling
• Less dry ice loss due to sublimation
• More flexibility, as freshly produced dry ice is always
  available
• More efficient cleaning results, because: the fresher the
  dry ice, the more efficient the cleaning
• Lower dry ice consumption
• Shorter production downtimes

ASCO Carefree Rental Solution:

To facilitate the step of an own dry ice production, ASCO 
now offers „ASCO Carefree“. True to the credo „You pro-
duce, We invest“, ASCO provides flexible dry ice produc-
tion capacities on a rental basis with full service and main-
tenance (Fig. 11). 

When renting, you can choose between a calculable fixed 
price or a „pay per use“ option. ASCO makes the decision 
easy, and customers can produce without any worries. 
Thanks to the latest i-Series technology (Fig. 12), ASCO 
networks the machines and offers up-to-date, modern 
and customized solutions for dry ice production!

Fig. 9: Dry ice pelletizer with container

Fig. 10: Dry ice production
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In case of an increased demand for dry ice, we will be 
pleased to offer you an economical calculation for your 
in-house dry ice production to optimize on cost and quali-
ty (Fig. 9). Our product range contains dry ice pelletizers 
with production capacities from 30 to 750 kg/hr.

“Your own dry ice production already pays off with 
a demand of a few 100 kilos per week”

https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/dry-ice-pelletizer-4599/?cHash=bc8e0e3177ef4a83a78e938d9b5cf8ba
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ASCO - ALL ABOUT CO2
“All about CO2” – Actually, our credo says it all: At 
ASCO, we are exclusively committed to this spe-
cialty gas in all its facets and variations. In more 
than 130 years, our technical experience has grown 
out from our customers’ needs and market requi-
rements. Based on this knowledge in the recovery, 
production and application of CO2 and dry ice, we 
create added value for our customers.

Innovation is the key for our mutual success in the 
future. This means more than just the development 
of new products: We focus exclusively on the indi-
vidual requirements of our customers. In addition 
to technologically advanced machinery and equip-
ment, our product range includes special purpose-
projects, security concepts, training and consulting 

– simply all the components to bring a CO2 project 
to a successful conclusion. 

In the dry ice blasting market we specialised in pro-
viding individual and complete solutions for speci-
fic customer needs. Such individual solutions can 
start with a single blasting unit and go further to 
in-house dry ice production, CO2 delivery or special 
projects like noise control booths or automation 
projects which increase the quality and flexibility in 
the working process.

ASCO Dry Ice Blasting means powerful and gentle 
cleaning of all kinds of surface. Decades of expe-
rience in dry ice blasting and a highly motivated 
team have brought us in the dry ice blasting tech-
nology to where we stand today: We are the spe-
cialists when it comes to introducing or optimising 
dry ice cleaning in your company. Our ASCO Dry 
Ice Blasting System offers a one-stop service for 
individual all-in-one solutions. 

ASCO Dry Ice Blasting is a cleaning method that is 
tailored to your individual needs – for more quality 
and flexibility in the daily working process.

ASCO Dry Ice Blasting – Gentle. Powerful. Cost-sa-
ving. Unique.

Author: 

Fabian Weber
Director Marketing & 
Communications
fabian.weber@ascoco2.com

ASCO Dry Ice Blasting  
means efficient and gentle 
cleaning of different surfaces

�	Gentle

�	Efficient

�	Economical

�	Unique

 T +41 71 466 80 80 

 info@ascoco2.com

 ascoco2.com

 

Profit from our experience

We have developed steadily since 1883: From mineral 
water producers to gas producers and distributors to spe-
cialists in dry ice and CO2 plant construction. Our product 
portfolio is based on the knowledge gained from over 130 
years of experience in the field of CO2 and dry ice. 

We have recognized that only continuous development 
and improvement of our products will secure our future 
and the success of our customers. Our ISO certification 
underlines the high standards we set for our products and 
services (IQNet ISO Certificate 9001:2021 and SQS Cer-
tificate ISO 9001:2021

Fig. 11: „ASCO Carefree“ Fig. 12: Dry  ice pelletizer i-series

DRY ICE BLASTING IN FOUNDRIES
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Modernizing Vacuum Impregnation Equipment 
Ralf Versmold

Vacuum Impregnation: A Brief History

Vacuum impregnation process was developed in the 
1950s to seal internal, connected porosity that forms du-
ring the casting or molding of metal parts. The technique 
seals the microporosity without changing the casting‘s di-
mensional or functional characteristics. 

The process allows the use of parts that would otherwise 
be scrapped. The process was adopted quickly in various 
industries, particularly in the automotive and aerospace 
sectors. It became the preferred method to prevent leaka-
ge of liquids or gases under pressure.

The traditional vacuum impregnation method involves 
the use of a batch system, in which workers load mul-
tiple parts into large baskets for processing (Fig. 1). This 
approach typically has a cycle time of 30-40 minutes. To 
increase productivity, operators can increase the process 
equipment‘s size, but this is often accompanied by a re-
duction in finished product quality and process safety.

Vacuum impregnation was developed over 70 years ago to seal porosity in cast metal parts. While the 
demand for the technology has grown over this time, the process was essentially unchanged from the 
1950s through the beginning of the 21st century. Then came a turning point for the technology. In less than 
two decades, significant improvements have been made in safety and production quality.

“To seal casting porosity, vacuum impregnation 
process parts through four stations”

MODERNIZING VACUUM IMPREGNATION EQUIPMENT

Fig.1: Until the mid-1980s, most companies handled vacuum impregnation in-house with batch vacuum impregnation systems.

Casting Online Magazine 2021 | 08
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How Vacuum Impregnation Works

To seal casting porosity, vacuum impregnation process 
parts through four stations:

1. Impregnation chamber. The operator seals the cham-
ber and draws a vacuum. This removes air in the porosity 
and leak path in the casting wall. Then, the parts are co-
vered with sealant, and positive pressure is applied. More 
energy is required to penetrate the porosity with sealant 
than to evacuate the air. The operator then releases the 
pressure and drain the chamber.

2. Impregnating agent recovery. The operator removes 
excess sealant through gravity, rotation, or centrifugal 
force.

3. Washing station/rinse station. Next, the operator was-
hes residual sealant from the part‘s internal passages, 
taps, pockets, and features.

4. Cure station. Finally, the operator polymerizes the im-
pregnated sealant in the leak path.

Safety and Quality Concerns

Over the years, vacuum impregnation became standard-
ized, as other manufacturing operations (e.g., machining, 
pressure testing, and assembly) were modernized. These 
other operations became more cellular, more automated, 
more ergonomically sound, safer for operators, and more 
efficient. Vacuum impregnation, however, remained a 
manual process with significant safety concerns (Fig. 2).

Among the safety concerns:

Open tanks emit hot vapor with elevated VOC levels, 
which can cause health problems.

System components like overhead hoist chains, actuating 
tank lids, locking rings, and chain drives can cause inju-
ries.

Part baskets are bulky and heavy, and moving them can 
create stress on the operator‘s body or cause injury if mis-
handled.

Open modules can jeopardize operator safety. For exam-
ple, an operator could be splashed with sealant (impreg-
nating agent) or fall into an open, 800-gallon container of 
195°F water.

Fig. 2: Safety issues, like open tanks emitting hot vapors, could cause health concerns

https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/vacuum-impregnation-process-5114/?cHash=ea1981a5073a8db2edfad6de4e940921
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/impregnation-chamber-5111/?cHash=8a379331c6a3d59868783342ac121172
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/impregnating-agent-5113/?cHash=06fa047fbb61737c61b07f3f6eb751d8
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/washing-station-5109/?cHash=da8e5ac8a34010349cdd9e6933815697
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/impregnating-agent-5113/?cHash=06fa047fbb61737c61b07f3f6eb751d8
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/impregnating-agent-5113/?cHash=06fa047fbb61737c61b07f3f6eb751d8
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Quality Issues

Batch impregnation systems are prone to quality issues, 
too. These include:

Complex castings are difficult to impregnate. Large bat-
ches cannot be washed and rinsed adequately, increa-
sing sealant contamination, which renders many parts 
unusable or jeopardize their use in assembly.

There is a high probability of human error. The opera-
tor might pack the basket incorrectly or skip processing 
steps, potentially damaging parts.

Until the mid-1980s, most automotive OEMs handled the 
vacuum impregnation process in house, using this met-
hod. However, with the poor safety and quality record of 
batch systems, many OEMs outsourced the process to 
third-party providers. This allowed OEMs to alleviate risk 
and focus on their core competencies.

Re-imaging Vacuum Impregnation

In the early 2000s, many OEMs sought to bring vacuum 
impregnation in-house, intending to meet the volume de-
mand for lighter, aluminum parts that increased in volume 
following the increase in fuel efficiency regulations and 
subsequent pressure to produce more fuel-efficient ve-
hicles.

Vacuum impregnation systems were thus modernized 
to meet the demands of the new manufacturing environ-
ment. Rather than large, top-loading batch systems, new 
equipment is designed to be front-loading. It also can pro-
cess just single pieces or a small number of castings.

Robotic handling allows parts to move continuously 
between each station. The robotics reduce cycle times 
and improve overall cycle time and production volumes  
(Fig. 3).

“The robotics reduce cycle times and improve 
overall cycle time and production volumes”

Fig. 3: Incorporating robotics reduced cycle times and improved overall cycle time and production volumes

Casting Online Magazine 2021 | 08
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Automated impregnation technology has further led to 
the development of compact, manually operated sys-
tems. This allows OEMs to bring vacuum impregnation 
in-house at a fraction of the cost. These new systems are 
smaller than batch systems, and the modular design ena-
bles them to integrate with other production operations.

The operator of a modern vacuum impregnation sys-
tem is safer than ever before, as self-contained modules 
protected them from contact with sealant and hot fluids  
(Fig. 4). Mist eliminators collect water vapor in the ex-
haust and returned it through a drain line for re-use. Better 
ergonomics allow the operator to easily slide a lightweight 
fixture onto the platform for each module, eliminating the 
injury risk.

Improved Production and Quality

The redesign of vacuum impregnation systems also has 
improved recovery rates and cycle times. The old econo-
mies of scale have given way to smaller, more efficient 
systems, which has yielded greater productivity and qua-
lity.

New equipment has been designed to function with an 
automated and repeatable process. With robotics, parts 
can be impregnated automatically, which reduces the 
possibility of human error. Stations can contain operator 
demands of the new manufacturing environment. Rather 
than large, top-loading batch systems, new equipment is 
designed to be front-loading and process just single pie-
ces or a small number of castings (Fig. 5).

Robotic handling is incorporated, and robotic arms allow 
parts to move continuously between each station. Robo-
tics reduce cycle times and improve overall cycle time 
and production volumes (Fig. 6).

The evolution of automated impregnation technology in-
cludes the development of compact, manually operated 
HMI and cycle status lights presenting real-time process 
data and fault diagnostics.

Fig. 4: The operator is now safer than ever before with redesigned 
vacuum impregnation equipment

Fig. 5: The redesign of modern vacuum impregnation systems has 
improved recovery rates and cycle times

Fig. 6: Robotics reduce cycle times and improve overall cycle time 
and production volumes
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ABOUT GODFREY & WING
Starting 70 years ago as a small job shop in Cleveland, Ohio Godfrey & Wing has grown to become 
the leading provider of vacuum impregnation technology, supplying equipment, sealants, and services 
worldwide. 

Godfrey & Wing innovations are made possible through its culture. That culture begins with the compa-
ny’s employees.

As a global manufacturer, Godfrey & Wing employees hail from different cultures, walks of life and speak 
multiple languages. Included are engineers with decades of experience, toolmakers, professional techni-
cians, factory and support staff, military veterans and even those with developmental disabilities.

They are diverse, yet united by a common goal and a larger purpose: providing an opportunity for all that 
is commensurate with their abilities and making our customers business just a little bit better. 

Author: 

Ralf Versmold
Managing Director 
Godfrey & Wing 
rversmold@godfrywing.com

In Summary

As the 21st century proceeds, companies will continue 
to wrestle with challenging design standards, fewer re-
sources, and shorter cycle times. Those that thrive will 
do so by increasing productivity, quality, throughput, and 
cost reduction.

Batch vacuum impregnation systems are still in use in 
some corners of industry, but they are no longer compe-
titive in high volume and modern environments. Today’s 
vacuum impregnation systems will continue to offer safety 
to the operators, with increasing production volumes and 
the continuing effectiveness at sealing casting porosity.

MODERNIZING VACUUM IMPREGNATION EQUIPMENT

mailto:rversmold%40godfrywing.com?subject=


Providing porosity sealing solutions to 
help you succeed in the 21st Century.

+49 2864 9599.000
godfreywing.com

GmbH

Providing porosity sealing solutions to
help you succeed in the 21st Century.

+49 2864 9599.000
www.godfreywing.com

https://www.godfreywing.com/de/
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Printed Castings: Optimized housing lets E-Motorcycle 
Batteries live longer 
Frederik von Saldern

Traversing the vast landscape at breathtaking speed 
and almost silently on an e-motorcycle: What is taken for 
granted in science fiction films is severely thwarted in the 
present by the pitfalls of battery technology. In 2021, high 
speed and long range in e-mobility are practically always 
associated with extremely heavy and voluminous energy 
storage systems. Cars and trucks may already offer the 
necessary space, but the art of engineering still has a few 
hurdles to overcome on the way to a climate-friendly e-
motorbike. The comparatively powerful e-motorcycles al-
ready available on the market are more suitable for urban 
traffic than for extended cross-country trips due to a lack 
of battery capacity.

The technological approach of the “ethec city” project 
could change that. “ethec” stands for “ETH Electric Crui-
ser”  (Fig. 1 and 2) the concept of an electric motorcycle 
developed by students at the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology in Zurich. Within the framework of “focus pro-
jects”, ETH students are given the opportunity to imple-
ment their theoretically acquired knowledge in real tech-
nologies.

A student focus project at ETH Zurich is realizing prototypes of a new type of cooling system with support 
from voxeljet.

A novel cooling system in the “ethec city” electric motorcycle ensures a longer service life for the battery 
cells. In order to introduce the students to manufacturing processes that can be used for series production 
outside of prototype manufacturing, voxeljet produced the mold for the innovative battery housing of the 
prototype using the binder jetting process.

“A novel cooling system in the “ethec city” 
electric motorcycle ensures a longer service life 
for the battery cells”

PRINTED CASTINGS

Fig.1: ETH Electric Cruiser

Bild 2: ethec city

Casting Online Magazine 2021 | 08
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“The digital CAD data of the battery housing 
formed the basis for voxeljet to produce a sand 
casting mold using binder jetting 3D printing”

Fig. 3: Sand casting mold made in binder jetting 3D printing

The project sponsor is inspire AG, a strategic partner of 
the university that accompanies the technology trans-
fer of research results into practical applications. In the 
“ethec” project, which started in 2017, the aim was to 
significantly increase the efficiency of e-motorcycles 
via the recovery of braking energy and a modified bat-
tery design. At the same time, the team of mechanical 
engineering students, prospective electrical engineers 
and future industrial designers had to decide which 
processes would be most suitable for manufacturing 
the required components in each case. Since the initial 
focus was on a prototype, 3D printing was the main 
focus of attention.

Limited space complicates battery cooling

The Swiss inventors implemented recuperation, i.e., 
the recovery of braking energy, by installing a wheel 
hub motor in the front wheel of the bike.

The question, of how to best store the additional pow-
er available to increase the range, proved to be much 
more difficult. Creating a high energy density in the 
smallest possible space is one thing. However, kee-
ping the heat generated during battery operation at a 
constant level is more difficult on a motorcycle than in 
a larger vehicle. However, optimum temperature ma-
nagement is crucial for the service life of the battery.

“Battery cooling in e-vehicles is normally accomplished 
with a coolant that flows past the cells through a hose 
or pipe,” explains Dr. Josef Mayr, Group Manager Ther-
mal Simulation at inspire AG and coordinator of the “et-
hec” project. “The disadvantage of this method is that 
only spot or linear contact is made and direct contact 
with the cells is not actually achieved.” In view of the li-
mited space in the middle of the motorcycle frame, only 
one concept was ultimately possible: complete embed-
ding of all battery cells in a bath of oil.

The “ethec” team used the cooling system of transfor-
mers in the substations of the major power grids as a 
template. “Sparks fly when the equipment is switched 
on,” says Mayr, “but because the units are completely 
swimming in silicone oil and thus there is no oxygen, 
there can be no short circuit.”

3D printing sand mold as an entry into series pro-
duction

Split between two modules, the ETH students assembled 
a total of 1,269 lithium-ion round cells with a total output 
of 15 kWh. Computer-aided flow simulations were then 
used to create the optimal structure of the battery hou-
sing, which not only had to be absolutely leak-proof, but 
also had to ensure perfect contact between the individual 
cells and the flow of silicone oil. However, an object the 
size of the “ethec” battery housing exceeded the capaci-
ties of the available direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) 
equipment. And in order to “show the students the way 
from prototype to series production,” according to Josef 
Mayr, the choice fell on aluminum casting. Specifically, a 
3D-printed sand mold was used as a template for casting 
an aluminum-copper alloy – in short: printed casting.

The digital CAD data of the battery housing provided by 
the “ethec” team formed the basis for voxeljet to produ-
ce a sand casting mold using binder jetting 3D printing  
(Fig. 3 and 4). 

https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/printing-process-3d-5001/?cHash=fcd01d156affb0437a4157e5095c103c
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/aluminum-casting-4341/?cHash=004d6f30c6f71f922c2f9f44052230cf
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/sand-mold-4029/?cHash=ced65a8cd0cd40458d1c3e9b5d34bc10
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In this process, a few micrometer-thin layer of quartz sand 
and a binder jetted onto it are alternately layered on top of 
each other until the specified geometry of the later compo-
nent is printed with the highest precision (Fig. 5a and b). 
 The ETHEC battery housing was finally casted in the alu-
minum foundry of Kupral Spa, based in Brescia, Italy.

Full-scale practical testing of the ”ethec” prototype is cur-
rently still pending. But the concept of an energy-efficient 
e-motorcycle devised by students shows impressive po-
tential: The top speed should reach a maximum of 160 
km/h, and thanks to recuperation and the novel battery 
concept, “ethec city” could achieve a range of around 
400 km. Whether the concept will also convince potential 
buyers remains open for the moment – the search for a 
partner for the industrial series production of “ethec city” 
is still ongoing.

Fig. 4: Sand casting mold for the battery case

Fig. 5a and b: Fully cast aluminum battery housing
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Author: 

Frederik von Saldern
PR & Content Management 
frederik.vonsaldern@voxeljet.de

About voxeljet
voxeljet’ s (NASDAQ: VJET) roots reach back to the 
year 1995 with the first successful dosing of UV-re-
sins. In the context of a „hidden“ project, initial 3D-
printing tests are performed at the Technical Universi-
ty Munich. Our company was founded on May 5, 1999 
as a spin-off from TUM in Munich with a clear vision in 
mind: to establish a new manufacturing standard by 

developing new generative processes for the series-
production of complex components using 3D printing. 
In the beginning, operations are launched with four 
employees at the TUM. Today, we are a globally ac-
ting, leading provider of high-speed, large-format 3D 
printers and on-demand 3D printed parts to industrial 
and commercial customers. Components manufactu-
red with the help of our technology are flying in space, 
make mobility more efficient and the production of 
new engineering solutions possible. Follow us at visit 
www.voxeljet.com, on Linkedin, or on Twitter.

Create complex components. Innovative 3D printing solutions 
for sand and investment casting using common casting materials, 
where all light and heavy metals that are castable and of series-
production quality can be processed. Complex geometric shapes 
can be created with speed and precision.

3D printed cast solutions.

Productivity in 3D

More information about our 3D printing systems and 3D printing services: 
Tel +49 821 74 83-100    www.voxeljet.com    info@voxeljet.com

PRINTED CASTINGS

mailto:frederik.vonsaldern%40voxeljet.de?subject=
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Metal chips are (added) value
AVL Schrick has decided on decentralised metal 
briquetting with the BrikStar iSwarf 50
Daniel Börger

Unmanned operation increases productivity

The BrikStar iSwarf 50 from Höcker Polytechnik  
(Fig. 1) is a mobile briquetting press that can be easily 
moved by one person to where it is needed. 

Compact, but with all the features of a large metal 
briquetting press

The BrikStar iSwarf 50 (Fig. 2) has been on the market 
since 2020 and has already been implemented countless 
times. Important technical data are shown in Table 1. 
The easy handling and the excellent value for money 
also make the press interesting for companies that 
have so far refrained from investing in a metal press. 
The design is compact and yet it offers the uncompro-
mising advantages of a central briquetting solution, 
such as an automatic start-stop system, fill level sensor 
or integrated emulsion pump. The configuration is done 
conveniently via the integrated panel. 

With a footprint of around 1 m2, it can be placed where 
the chip container is usually placed and presses up to 50 
kg of aluminium chips or 90 kg of steel chips every hour 
into high-quality chip briquettes. The reduced volume and 
the directly returned cooling emulsion reduce the man-
power required at the machining centre. There is no need 
for chip management during machining and this enables 
unmanned night or weekend operation of the machining 
centre.

A decentralised briquetting solution opens up new potential for savings in metalworking. The metal press 
is simply moved to the machining centre that produces chips, is quickly connected and the user benefits 
from all the advantages of briquetting including the directly returned cooling emulsion.

“A decentralised briquetting solution opens up 
new potential for savings in metalworking”

METAL CHIPS ARE (ADDED) VALUE

Fig. 1: A briquetting press for many applications. The BrikStar iSwarf 
50 can be used flexibly and installed quickly

Fig. 2: The BrikStar iSwarf 50 produces up to 50 kg of aluminium 
briquettes per hour
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https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/briquetting-press-5283/?cHash=e588b569c9db6d5744b893eaaef24e54
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/chip-briquet-4017/?cHash=3a59c4b253c2f1297b3e5972bebf8e31
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BrikStar iSwarf 50Model:

Dimensions (WxLxH):

Volume reduction:

Coolant recovery:

Set-up:

Motor output:

Filling:

Briquet format:

Accessories:

1,150 mm x 1,180 mm x 1,220mm, 990 mm (without pa-

up to 1/10

Yes

Decentralised “stand-alone” / integrated in chip-producing machines

Operation: 4.0 kW
Standby: 0.0 kW

Manually or via conveyor of the processing machine

60 mm diameter, length variable 25 mm to 50 mm

• Chip container (optional)
• Briquette ejection left or right (optional)

Approx. 780 kg

• Aluminium: max. 50 kg/h
• Steel: max. 90 kg/h
• Grey cast iron: max. 90 kg/h

* (Test briquetting reserved)

Touch panel

within 5 minutes by one person

Hardly any downtime because it can be cleaned quickly

Automated operation. Starts briquetting when the minimum filling is 
reached and stops automatically  

1000kg/cm² (100MPa) (depending on material)

Weight:

Briquetting capacity*:

Operation:

Ready for use:

Material change:

Fill level sensors:

max. specific 
pressing pressure (kg/cm²)

Table 1: Technical data of the BrikStar iSwarf 50
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• Higher recycling revenues

  Less burn-up when melting the briquettes ensures better prices when selling

• Hardly any disposal costs for coolant

  Use the coolant several times and save disposal and purchase costs

• Low storage costs

  Storage as briquettes is safe and space-saving

• Low transport costs

  Up to 1/10 of the volume only needs up to 1/10 of the transport capacities

• Enables unmanned operation

  Unsupervised operation is possible

• One press several machines

  The iSwarf 50 works within minutes where it is needed in production

• Conserves resources thanks to less burn-up

• Recycled coolants relieve the environment

• Energy efficient operation. 

  The iSwarf 50 consumes electricity during briquetting, but is otherwise in 
   standby mode.
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Economy:

Environment:

Advantages:

METAL CHIPS ARE (ADDED) VALUE
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Two BrikStar iSwarf 50 briquetting presses in  
flexible use 

AVL SCHRICK GmbH is one of the first users of the 
BrikStar iSwarf 50. The company, which was founded 
in 1969 and has its headquarters in Remscheid, deve-
lops combustion engines and engine components for 
the automotive sector and other industries. 

In addition to a lot of know-how, the innovative develo-
per also has high-tech machinery for prototyping and 
small series production, in which two BrikStar iSwarf 
50s have been working since spring 2020.

Coolant costs reduced by 90%

Sebastian Keils (M.Sc.), Junior Tool Manager at AVL 
Schrick, headed the briquetting project at AVL Schrick: 

“We had planned to invest in metal briquetting for a long 
time, but a central solution was of no interest to us becau-
se we have to automate exactly where the chips are ge-
nerated. A central solution was therefore of no interest to 
us. With the BrikStar iSwarf 50, we can now react flexibly. 

The operator pushes the press under the chain belt con-
veyor, connects the emulsion pump and starts the machi-
ning centre. The operator can now concentrate on the ac-
tual work, as the chips are automatically briquetted, and 
the coolant also remains in a sustainable cycle. 

Focussing more on the high-quality end product is the real 
benefit for us, in addition to the higher income in recycling, 
the 90% lower coolant costs and the easier storage of the 
briquettes. The two presses pay off for us. 

We process both aluminium and steel chips with the  
briquetting presses without any complications. Together 
with Daniel Börger from Höcker Polytechnik, we introdu-
ced the presses after a few tests runs and were well and 
competently looked after.”

“We process both aluminium and steel chips with 
the briquetting presses without any 
complications”

Author: 

Daniel Börger
Höcker Polytechnik GmbH
daniel.boerger@hpt.net

Daniel Börger

Daniel Börger is the competent contact person for metal 
briquetting at Höcker Polytechnik. He is a specialist and 
technician with extensive experience in the metal industry 
and in plant and mechanical engineering. For 20 years 
he has been accompanying the technical development of 
the BrikStar metal briquetting presses and implementing 
solutions for a wide variety of chip-producing industries. 

https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/machining-center-5060/?cHash=424f38197acbe709dabe1ac991499fef
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/machining-center-5060/?cHash=424f38197acbe709dabe1ac991499fef
https://www.giessereilexikon.com/en/foundry-lexicon/Encyclopedia/show/briquetting-press-5283/?cHash=e588b569c9db6d5744b893eaaef24e54
mailto:daniel.boerger%40hpt.net?subject=
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ABOUT HÖCKER POLYTECHNIK:
Höcker Polytechnik has been designing, planning and building systems for process waste disposal and 
air pollution control for industrial and craft businesses since 1962. Starting with mobile dedusting de-
vices up to large filter systems with capacities of more than 600,000 m³/h. Briquetting presses for wood, 
paper and metal as well as shredding machines are also part of the production and delivery program of 
the company.

Right from the start, high energy efficiency in the systems and machines from Höcker Polytechnik was 
important in their design and manufacture. As early as 1962 under the company Günther Höcker oHG, 
the foundation stone for the continuous further development of energy-saving systems was laid by me-
ans of the sale of so-called “individual extraction systems” in the woodworking trade. Our own ventilator 
construction formed the heart of the production. 

With the first energy crisis, the company quickly grew to over 50 employees. Today more than 240 em-
ployees work at the main plant in Hilter am Teutoburger Wald and in the regional sales offices who are 
responsible for the project planning, sales and manufacture, assembly and commissioning of the ma-
chines and systems. Since 1993 the company has been run by Frank Höcker, the son of the company 
founder.

The dedusting systems and devices and briquetting presses are used in numerous industries, for exam-
ple in wood and plastic processing, metal and aluminium processing, surface technology but also in the 
packaging industry, paper, corrugated cardboard and cardboard production or in the field of environ-
mental technology, for example the recycling industry and biomass recycling. 

A total of approx. 60,000 devices and systems have been designed, planned and built by Höcker Poly-
technik to date - clear evidence of the high level of competence and innovation of the company. They are 
used worldwide in industry and craft.

Most of the Höcker Polytechnik products are manufactured in the main factory in Hilter a.T.W. and in the 
ultra-modern production of the Höcker subsidiary DPU Sp.z o.o. in Strzegom, Poland. Another branch is 
located in Hamburg. The high level of vertical integration ensures high flexibility and short delivery times 
with competitive cost structures. Modern automated sheet metal processing centres and manual pro-
duction work hand in hand. Our own control system and complete engineering with our own specialists 
ensure a high level of functional safety and reliable worldwide support.
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Metal Kielce
19. - 21. October 2021  
Trade fair for foundry technology
www.targikielce.pl

International Metal Technology (IMT) Jakarta 
13. - 15. October 2021 
International Fair for Casting Technology
and Foundry Products  
https://imt-indonesia.com/

International Die-casting Foundry & 
Industrial Furnace Exhibition, Guangzhou, China
16. - 18. September 2021
www.julang.com.cn

ALUMINIUM 2021 Düsseldorf 
28. - 30. September 2021   
The world‘s leading trade fair for 
aluminum and its application industries
https://www.aluminium-messe.com

Addit EXPO 3D, Kiew
24. - 27. November 2021  
International trade fair for additive manufactu-
ring and 3D printing
www.iec-expo.com.ua

InterMold Thailand Bangkok
02.- 04. November 2021   
Exhibition and conference for the
Tool and Mold Making
www.intermoldthailand.com

EMO Mailand
04. - 09. October 2021
The World Machine Tool Exhibition
www.emo-milan.com

2021

INTERNATIONALE MESSEN
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Metal Expo Moscow 
09. – 11. November 2021
International Industrial Exhibition 
www.matel-expo.ru

Formnext, Frankfurt
16. – 19. November 2021 
Trade fair for additive manufacturing and
industrial 3d printing
www.mesago.com

As matters stand in August 2021 and 
depending on the Corona situation, please 
look on the respective website  
– postponements are possible!

http://www.targikielce.pl
www.julang.com.cn
https://www.aluminium-messe.com
http://www.iec-expo.com.ua
http://www.intermoldthailand.com
http://www.emo-milan.com
www.mesago.com


Ankiros Istanbul
06. - 08. October 2022
Trade fair for the professional metallurgical industry
www.ankiros.com

Fond-Ex Brünn
03. - 07. October 2022 |
International Trade Fair for Foundry Industry
www.bvv.cz/fond-ex

26

Turkcast Istanbul
06. - 08. October 2022
International fair for foundry products
www.turkcast.com.tr

The 74th World Foundry Congress
BEXCO, Busan, Republic of Korea
6th - 20th October 2022
http://www.74wfc.com/

CastForge Stuttgart
21. - 23. June 2022   
Trade fair for cast and forged parts with
editing
https://www.messe-stuttgart.de/castforge/

Moulding Expo Stuttgart
21. - 23. June 2022   
Trade fair for tool, model and mold making
www.messe-stuttgart.de

Euroguss Nürnberg
18. - 22. January 2022 
Trade fair for die casting
www.euroguss.de

Gifa, Metec, Thermprocess Düsseldorf
12. - 16. June 2023  
International foundry trade fair,
Metallurgy trade fair, trade fair
for thermal process technology
www.thermprocess.de   
www.metec.de   
www.gifa.de

IFEX Chennai
20. - 22. January 2022 
International Exhibition for Foundry Technology,
Equipment and accessories
www.ifexindia.com

METEC India Mumbai
23. - 25. November 2022
International trade fair for metallurgical
Technology, products and services
www.metec-india.com

2022

2023

Control Stuttgart
03. – 06. May 2022
International trade fair for
quality control
www.control-messe.de

https://ankiros.com
www.bvv.cz/fond-ex
https://turkcast.com.tr
http://www.74wfc.com/
https://www.messe-stuttgart.de/castforge/
http://www.messe-stuttgart.de
https://www.euroguss.de
https://www.thermprocess.de
https://www.metec.de
https://www.gifa.de
http://www.ifexindia.com
www.metec-india.com
www.control-messe.de
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GIESSEREILEXIKON.COM is worldwide the most extensive 
tool based on German technology standards and available in 
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Stationary continuous whirl mixer with double joint, Känguru, high adjustable and  
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